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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

With the development and research of autonomous vessels, a change in the shipping environment is
forthcoming. The shipping industry has to find solutions how these changes can be implemented in the existing
organization structure. This problem is researched by Thomas van Driel, Geert Jongeling, Björn van Steenoven
and Quinsley Noor.
With the use of desk research and interviews with stakeholders in shipping different problem came to light. For
these difficulties, a solution has to be provided to further develop the organizational structure of future
shipping.
The Organizational Structure of (semi-) autonomous ships is a quite broad subject so it was necessary to divide
the subject into three different subjects to look further into the possibilities to sail (semi-) autonomously. For
these subjects (Communication, Manning & Responsibility) it was necessary to answer sub-questions to get to
different approaches on the organizational structure in general.
To look further into the possibilities to sail (semi-) autonomously, the three different subjects are subdivided
into three seagoing trajectories with different characteristics: High seas, coastal trajectory and port trajectory.
RESPONSIBILITY
Responsibility is part of the organizational structure. When ships start to sail (semi-) autonomous in the future,
there will be a shift in responsibility in the organizational structure between different companies.
One of the examples is that the electronic systems using Artificial Intelligence will take control of the ship and
all her whereabouts. Who will be responsible if one of these systems fails?
Another big problem with the electronic systems is cyber-attacks. A change will have to be made in the
electronic systems if these systems will operate the ships in the near future. If the technical solutions are well
executed and the procedures that come with these systems are followed properly, the risk of cyber-attacks will
be reduced to a minimum.
The captain on board conservative vessels is responsible for all actions in case of a collision. When the ships
start to sail without any crewmembers at all in the near future but with the electronic systems explained
earlier, the responsibility will go to the ship-owners.
In case the electronic system on board of the vessel fails due to a cyber-attack, that means that the
manufacturer did not secure the electronic system enough. In this case the ship’s owner will claim the maker of
the electronic system for the damage done during system failure.
It can be concluded that the organizational structure seen from the aspect regarding responsibility will shift
from the crewmembers on board to the electrical systems monitoring and controlling the vessel. Looking at the
present responsibility structure the ship’s owner will remain responsible in the end.
As the shipping branch is quite conservative it will take a while to change the laws and protocols to deal with
the responsibility shifting to other parties in the organizational structure. It all depends on how big the part of
these electronic systems will be in the future regarding (semi-) autonomous sailing.
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COMMUNICATION
In present times the communication between ships and other vessels or companies is done through the VHF or
e-mail as there are crewmembers on board controlling the ship. When crewmembers on board disappear and
start controlling the ships remotely the communication will be through technical systems on board of the ship
and the vessel traffic services controlling the vessel. In this case the communication between the different
stakeholders will become less complicated and will actually speed up the flow of information.
With introducing a ‘cloud’ where all stakeholders can take part in participating in the communication, the
organizational structure will change in a good way. The communication between the ship’s owner and the
technical systems on board will be established so that new companies can jump in to work on the supplies and
machines for the (semi-) autonomous ships. At present, the technique is almost so far that this can be realised.
But the changes will not go that fast as researchers say as the shipping branch is quite conservative.

control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner

Communication
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The organizational structure which includes the three different subject explained earlier will change drastically
in all three sections. But in all three the conclusions we can see that because of the very conservative thoughts
of changing the organizational structure, it can take quite a while before certain changes will be made.

control centre machi ne suplier

control centre shipow ner
(engineers departm ent )

control ce ntre shipow ner
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B ackoffi ce ship ow ner

Vessel traffic service

Organizational Structure
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MANNING
If the crewmembers on board of the ship are not actually on board the organizational structure regarding
manning will change drastically.
By remote controlling the vessel on high seas it is very difficult to keep situational awareness due to the
limitation of looking, hearing and smelling. By missing these important information, the feeling of the operator
controlling the ship drops down. In addition, it is difficult to assess external influences such as extreme
weather.
With the change of the nautical environment, the nautical institutions can’t stay behind. They need to educate
new students on how to manoeuvre and control the ships when working behind a computer screen. With this
new possible study, the graduates may have a future occupation at the vessel traffic service. The shipping
companies could also sail with autonomous ships.
Manning on the shore has its advantages and disadvantages, on high seas where there is not too much traffic
around it is quite possible to sail without crewmembers and will the organizational structure be altered so that
instead of the crewmembers being on board that they are at one big control centre regulating the vessel’s
moves remotely. With the change of the situational awareness and weather predictions a lot of research is still
necessary to actually make sailing without seafarers possible. As far as the coastal trajectory goes, difference in
regulating the traffic itself is necessary to reduce the risks of collision (Sea Traffic Management System).

“The cloud”
Port authority

Tugs

Pilotage

Vessel traffic service
control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner

Organizational structure with stakeholders involved in manning
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PREFACE

This report describes the results of the project “The future organization structure and manning of (semi-)
autonomous sailing” conducted by Björn van Steenoven, Quinsley Noor, Thomas van Driel and Geert Jongeling,
four students from the Rotterdam Mainport University.
P.C van Kluijven from the Rotterdam Mainport University provided the project assignment and Mrs van der
Drift from the Rotterdam Mainport University supports the project team during this project.
During the project we have worked together with the Port of Rotterdam, Anthony Veder and Jumbo Shipping.
These companies have made our field research possible.
We hereby thank all those involved in the project.
Björn van Steenoven, Quinsley Noor, Thomas van Driel and Geert Jongeling
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Currently in the nautical world autonomous shipping is researched by numerous companies and organizations.
The future possibilities of autonomous shipping are very broad, especially with communications between
vessels and shore. In today’s shipping a lot of verbal and non-verbal communication takes place between
vessels and port based organizations. (Baltic and International Maritime Council, 2013) In the future these
communications will be taken over by companies, who will fill in the newly created seafaring professions on
shore or are processed fully automated by the autonomous ship.
To understand the progression of the Organization of unmanned shipping this project will research the future
possibilities communication based for these kind of organizations.
The stakeholders, who are coming forward in the research are:
Ship Owners
Vessel traffic Services
Port authorities
Seafarers
Cargo Terminals
Pilotage
The participants, who are part of the research team are:
Thomas van Driel
Geert Jongeling
Quinsley Noor
Björn van Steenoven
The project team has been managed by supervisor: Mrs. van der Drift.
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1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVE

1.2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Communication: Currently all the information between different parties is always done through one on one
communication. As a result, the communication that will go through these different parties to one and another
will slow down the information flow to the stakeholders. When ships start sailing autonomous or semiautonomous, the present way of communication, will change drastically and there is not yet a solution found
for the new way of communication in that matter.
Example: during the approach of the port of Rotterdam all stakeholders for example VTS and Pilotage are
contacted one by one, during this communication process the speed of the communication slows down.
(Rö hner, 2015)

Manning: Nowadays for seagoing vessels many seafarers are still required to control the on board operations.
This results in different approaches on the job itself which can result in human errors. There is not yet a
plausible solution to minimize systems where the ships can sail autonomous or semi-autonomous.
Example: the grounding of vessel ENNIO MARNIX caused due to lack of knowledge of the navigation system by
the maritime officer (Tuchtcollege voor de Scheepvaart, 2012)

Responsibility: The captain on board has had the responsibility of all on board operations. The captain was
always held accountable for errors made by the crewmembers. In combination with the captain, the ship’s
owner is responsible for the manning of the ship and all risks that go along with it. A system to determine who
will be responsible, if ships will sail without any crewmembers in the near future, has not yet been designed.
Example: If a system fails on-board, the operator is still responsible for the consequences, but only if the
operator did not follow the guidelines designed by the manufacturer of the system.

1.2.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
There are no effective and safety enhancing standards regarding communication, manning and responsibility in
autonomous and semi-autonomous sailing.

1.2.3 THE OBJECTIVE
Communication: To design a standard for a real-time communication system to improve the speed and
accuracy of the flow of information regarding autonomous or semi-autonomous sailing for three trajectories.
Manning: To research the possibility to sail without seafarers for three different seagoing tracks and eventually
find out what the best organization is for these trajectories to minimize human error.
Responsibility: The objective is to make one organizational structure with all stakeholders involved.
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1.3 PROJECT ASSIGNMENT
To acquire enough information about the subject of autonomous sailing research is necessary. The research
and sub-conclusions to get to the objective are obtained by answering certain questions regarding this subject.
1.3.1 MAIN QUESTION
How can the organizational structure be restructured regarding autonomous sailing for three different seagoing
tracks?
1.3.2 SUB QUESTIONS
The sub questions will be used in three chapters as listed below, in the chapter’s different stakeholders will be
discussed.
High seas;
Stakeholders involved: Ship-owners, Seafarers.
Coastal Track;
Stakeholders involved: Vessel traffic services, Ship-owners & Seafarers.
Port trajectory;
Stakeholders involved: Vessel traffic services, Pilots, Port Authorities, Port Terminals, Ship-owners &
Seafarers.

1.3.2.1 RESPONSIBILITY


How can the present responsibility structure be altered for (semi-)autonomous sailing?
o

Deskresearch;

o

Fieldresearch; Ship-owner, Tuchtcollege

o

Qualitative method.

1.3.2.2 COMMUNICATION


How will the communication for ship to ship and ship to shore be organized if they are semi or fully
autonomous?
o

Deskresearch;

o

Fieldresearch; Port of Rotterdam, RH Marine &Loodswezen.

o

Qualitative method.
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1.3.2.3 MANNING






How will the manning be structured on the three different seagoing trajectories?
o

Deskresearch;

o

Fieldresearch; Ship-owners, Crewing agencies.

o

Qualitative method.

How will the future of seafarers be in association with semi- & autonomous sailing?
o

Deskresearch;

o

Fieldresearch; Seafarers, Ship-owners, Nautilus, KeesMachielse (expert in transition)

o

Qualitative method.

What will the outcome mean and signify for the ongoing and future education of seafarers?
o

Deskresearch;

o

Fieldresearch; STC-Group, Willem Barentsz.

o

Qualitative method.

1.4 PROJECT BORDERS
1.4. SPECIFIC
- No other aspects will be investigated than the listed below;
Human Factor, safety, sustainability, efficiency, fail-safe, redundancy, detection, sailing, circumstances,
engineering, robotization, legislation, ship & cargo, areas, organization, insurance, calamities, training and
education.

- Costs are neglected during the realization of the project;
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2 (SEMI-) AUTONOMOUSSAILING FOR HIGH SEAS

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The sub question of this chapter is as follows: How can the organizational structure for present sailing be
restructured according to autonomous sailing for the high sea trajectory?
During the investigation of future organizational structure for the high seas trajectory, desk research and field
research were used. The chosen method of desk research is qualitative research in books and on websites. For
the field research interviews with experts were done.
This chapter describes how the final design of the future organizational structure of autonomous sailing for the
high seas trajectory, has become. The main topics in this chapter will be responsibility, manning and
communication. This chapter will also describe the problems during the design of the future organizational
structure for the high seas trajectory and how the end result is reached.

2.2RESPONSIBILITY ON HIGH SEAS
Responsibility for the ships on the high seas will change when (semi-) unmanned ships are implemented. The
role of the ship-owner as responsible organization is very important. This section describes how the shipowner's responsibility will become on the high seas, how the organizational structure will become and what
measures will need to be taken.
Present situation:
Stakeholder

Responsibility

Shipping Company
Captain

Seaworthy ship, certificated crew
Environment on board, monitoring crew, making sure
that the ship stays seaworthy
Good working machinery and systems

Factory of machinery/systems on board

Future situation of unmanned shipping:
Stakeholder
Shipping Company
Factory of machinery/systems on board


Responsibility
Seaworthy ship, maintaining ships
Good working machinery and systems, maintaining
machinery/systems
Captain: The responsibility of the captain is taken over by the shipping company.
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2.2.1 SHIP OWNER
On the high seas, the company is responsible for the ship. If any damage is made, ship-owners will be
responsible for this damage. Therefore, the company must know what the risks are by implementing(semi-)
unmanned ships and what measures to take. Below are shown a number of risks and the measures that can be
taken to reduce these risks.
• The loss of control of the ship by a technical failure of the systems on board.
o The responsibility lies with the ship owner, but if the system fails due to a cyber-attack or a design
failure the responsibility can be shifted to the maker of the electrical system. (Verkiel, 2016)
• The loss of control of the ship, by losing contact between shore and the (semi-) unmanned ship.
o The possible solutions to this problem are discussed in section 2.2.3
• The loss of situational awareness, through the remote control of the ship.
o The solution being treated for this problem in section 2.2.2
• The loss of control of the ship by a cyber-attack.
o This subject is written below with the possible solutions for the problem.

Cyber-Attacks
One of these risks is cyber-attacks. Cyber-attacks can become a new way of hijacking by implementing
autonomous ships. In general, there are two categories of cyber attacks which may affect companies and ships:



Untargeted attacks, where the company or ships systems and data are one of many potential targets;
or
Targetted attacks, where the company or ships systems and data are the intended target.

Examples of untargeted attacks:


Phishing. Sending emails to a large number of potential targets asking for particular pieces of sensitive
or confidential information. Such an email may also request that an individual visits a fake website
using a hyperlink included in the email.



Water holing. Establishing a fake website or compromising a genuine website in order to exploit
visitors.



Ransomware. Malware which encrypts data on systems until such time as the distributor decrypts the
information. Scanning. Attacking large portions of the internet at random.

Examples of untargeted attacks:




Spear-phishing. Similar to phishing but the individuals are targeted with personal emails, often
containing malicious software or links that automatically download malicious software.
Deploying botnets. Botnets are used to deliver Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
Subverting the supply chain. Attacking a company or ship by compromising equipment or software
being delivered to the company or ship.
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Groups, motivation and objective of cyber attacks

(BIMCO, 2016)
Stages of a cyber-attack:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Survey/Reconnaissance. Open/public sources used to gain information about a company, ship or
seafarer which can be used to prepare for a cyber-attack.
Delivery. Attackers may attempt to access company and ship systems and data. This may be done
from either within the company or ship or remotely through connectivity with the internet.
Breach. The extent to which an attacker can breach a company or ship system will depend on the
significance of the vulnerability found by an attacker and the method chosen to deliver an attack.
Affect. The motivation and objectives of the attacker will determine what effect they have on the
company or ship system and data.

The vulnerability of the ships system









Cargo management systems
Bridge systems.
Propulsion and machinery management and power control systems.
Access control systems.
Passenger servicing and management systems.
Passenger facing public networks.
Administrative and crew welfare systems.
Communication systems.

The systems listed above are necessary to maintain the safety on board, and to keep the ship fully operational.
See for more information the “BIMCO guidelines on cyber security on-board ships”
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Vulnerable information and data
The potential impact levels can be divided in three stages:

(BIMCO, 2016)
Tools to project the vessel to cyber-attacks
In general, there are two ways to protect the vessel/company to cyber-attacks: by the use of technical
solutions and by the use of procedures for the use of computers and other communication devices.
Another problem is that a lot of these systems that are vulnerable to cyber-attacks are not fully designed yet,
this means that the designers that are currently working on those systems have no idea how to prevent cyberattacks until these systems are fully developed.
With this information and with the previously designed systems regarding cyber-attacks in other branches, the
following possibilities can be speculated to secure the systems.
Technical solutions for cyber security controls are:













Limitation to and control of network ports, protocols and services
Configuration of network devices such as firewalls, routers and switches
Secure configuration for hardware and software
Email and web browser protection
Satellite and radio communication (in collaboration with the service provider)
Malware defences
Data recovery capability
Wireless access control
Application software security (patch management)
Secure network design
Physical security
Boundary defence
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The solutions regarding cyber-attacks can be implemented in all vulnerable systems as these systems will work
together as a whole. (Verkiel, 2016)
Procedural controls
Procedural controls are focused on how seafarers use the on board systems. Plans and procedures that contain
sensitive information should be kept confidential and handled according to company policies.
Training and awareness
The internal cyber threat is considerable and should not be underestimated. Training and awareness should be
tailored to the appropriate levels for:



Personnel, including the master, officers and seafarers which are situated at a control centre;
Shore side personnel who support the management and operation of the ship.

Response plan
As with a successful cyber incident itself, an effective response has four stages:
1. Identify the cyber security incident;
2. Define the objectives for response and investigate the situation;
3. Take appropriate action to address a cyber incident that effects systems and/or data; and
4. Recover systems, data and connectivity.
The response plan should, as a minimum, include the following considerations:






Which systems does this apply to?
Should systems be shut down immediately or kept running?
Should certain ship communication links be shut down?
Should certain pre-installed security software be activated?
Who is the correct person in the IT department to contact immediately? In addition, what to do if
communication links are severed?

Investigate cyber incidents
Investigating a cyber incident can provide valuable information about the way in which a vulnerability was
exploited. This information can be used to improve the company approach to cyber security and/or provide the
wider maritime industry with a better understanding of the threats it faces. Any investigation should result in:




A better understanding of the threats facing shipping companies and the ships they operate;
Identification of lessons learned and;
Updates to technical and procedural control measures, as appropriate.
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Difficulties by implementing tools to project the vessel to cyber-attacks
It is infeasible to make one standard minimum requirement for cyber security, due to the difficult environment
of high seas. On high seas the flag states rules are in force, this makes it very complicated to make one
standard to protect the vessels from cyber-attacks. The complication is the differences in flag states and the
rules of each flag state. It is also difficult to make requirements that are applicable to any ship. Each ship is
different from other ships.
Responsibility
If a ship is uncontrollable due to a cyber-attack, the question is whose responsibility it is. According to Mr.
Verkiel (Port of Rotterdam), the responsibility lies with the organization that had not properly secured their
network. It is expected the ship-owner will often be blamed for the consequences of cyber-attack. The shipowner can claim the maker of the electrical system for the damage done in case the system is breached. If the
system is breached means that the maker of the system did not secure his system well enough against cyberattacks.
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2.3 COMMUNICATION ON HIGH SEAS
The ship is still controlled on board in the current situation. This is going to change in the future with the
implementation of (semi-) unmanned ships for the way of communication and the organization structure. In
this section the impact is described.
2.3.1 Ship owner
The owner of the vessel is always responsible for the vessel on high seas. To control the vessel from shore they
will always need a reliable way of communicating between the shore and the vessel. To control the vessel, the
ship owner will track the vessel, control the systems on board and monitor the systems on board of the vessel.
Beside the communication also the organization structure will change. In this section it is described how the
organization structure and the communication need to be changed.
2.4 ORGANIZATION
To realize a fleet with remotely controlled vessels the organisation behind the fleet has to change. When the
way of controlling the vessel changes it will also result into changes for the owner’s office and the suppliers of
machinery.
For the engine room a controlling organisation has to be realised. The operators shall operate the engine room.
In case of a fault or breakdown, an expert is required to solve the problem. The suppliers can monitor their
own machines from a control centre. If there is a problem with a machine, the expert from the supplier will
solve the problem faster than a general engineer from the office.
A different department that concentrates on the administrative part handles all the ship’s administrative
duties. This way of working helps everybody to fully concentrate on their job.
The bridge department is taken over by control centres ashore. The vessels will sail automatically based on
artificial intelligence (see appendices E) and the STM principal (sea traffic management, see appendices H). In
that case the operator only monitors the system and intervenes when a problem arises. The operator in the
control centre can control more than one vessel. A specialized program (see appendices G) can make voyage
preparation for the system. (Kloos, 2016) (Verkiel, 2016)

control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner
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Shore Based Control Centre
In order to operate the vessels, the operators will be monitoring the systems and solving problems on-board
from the shore based control centre. To realize controlling the vessel from distance, three new departments
have to be introduced. These departments will have to work closely together. The departments are: general
engineers, specialist engineers and navigating department.
The general engineers are working for the ship owner and monitors all systems on board the vessels from
distance. If there are small problems they can fix it by themselves, but in case the problem is more specific, the
specialist engineers from the machine supplier can assist. If on board maintenance during the ocean passages is
necessary, systems as videoconferencing (if engineers will do the maintenance) or systems as robots (see
appendices F) controllable from shore to do maintenance on board is necessary.
The specialist engineers are working for the supplier and have very specific knowledge. The specialist engineers
only monitor the systems that they supplied. For example: they will monitor pumps on board, they will monitor
from a control centre and can control numerous pumps on board of different vessels. If the specialist engineer
observes a problem or a symptom of a problem with the system, they can discuss it with the general engineers
and give them advice.
The navigation department is monitoring the sailing movements of the vessel. If the system detects a problem,
the operator will get an alarm. The operator intervenes the atomically process when a problem arises to fix the
problem. The sailing department stays in close contact with the general engineer’s department, because
system failure can affect the navigation of a sailing ship.
The operating departments can be compared with the shore based control centres, which is commonly used in
the gas production industry (see appendices I). These centres monitor and control multiple gas production
platforms from one single room. The operators ashore can monitor multiple platforms and interfere when
anything unusual occurs. The operator’s station needs multiple screens for the different systems and sensors.
In addition, it needs communication equipment to communicate with the ship (if necessary), the specialist
engineers for trouble-shooting and with other departments.

Communication between components
In the chapter about shore-based control centres, the organizational structure behind the remotely operated
vessel was described. This new organisation consists of different departments. These departments are:







The company office;
The vessel;
The general engineer centre;
The specialist engineer centres;
The sailing control centre;
The maintenance team.

These departments may be combined in one network of communication. The advantages are:



Fast communication;
Control centres can be everywhere on the world.
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To describe the process of functionality between the organisational components the following flow diagram is
used showing the different information flows.

control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

Backoffice ship owner

control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

In the flow diagram, the different organizational components are visualized. The arrows show the information
flow between the organisational components. Together the arrows describe the process of the organization in
connection with the ship.
In the centre of the flow diagram, the vessel is visualized. The vessel is the centre of the process. Every step is
in relation to the functioning of the vessel. The vessel is indirect contact with all components of the process.
The company office is the leading party of the process. The office is in direct contact with the ship and gives
orders and information about voyages and cargo. This way the information can be stored in one place. The
maintenance team gets its orders from the company office. The office decides when and where the
maintenance team goes to the ship.
The maintenance team has information flows with the company office, the expert centre and the vessel. They
do the maintenance on the ship when the ship is in the port. The maintenance team gets orders from the
company office. When they are working on the ship, they can get assistance from the expert centre. The
maintenance team contacts the ships administrative office for the reports when maintenance is performed.
These reports are filed into a database for later use.
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2.5 MANNING ON HIGH SEAS
The ship is still controlled on board in the current situation. This is going to change in the future with the
implementation of (semi-) unmanned ships. This changes a lot for both the ship-owner and the ship's crew. In
this section the impact is of these examined.
2.5.1 SHIP OWNER
The owner of the vessel is always responsible for the vessel and the crew on high seas. For that reason, the ship
owner has provided the vessel with sufficient crew, creating a good working environment for the crew and
provides sufficient safety equipment. In the future there is no crew on board the vessel and the subject
mentioned above can be cancelled.
Unmanned merchant vessels have the following advantages for the ship owner:




Reducing cost of manning;
Increasing operational reliability of the vessel(s);
Decreasing the risk of an accident caused by the human factor. (Rolls-Royce Imagines a Future of
Unmanned Schips, 2015)

However, there are also disadvantages to the unmanned sailing, such as:





Reduction of the situational awareness;
The creation of new types of jobs with the need of a different type of personnel;
It creates a new way of working, procedures and guidelines for the operation of unmanned ships are
necessary.;
The transition from the current shipping to unmanned ships will be very difficult. (Verkiel, 2016)

Reduction of the situational awareness
By remote controlling the vessel the situational awareness will be reduced very fast due to:





Bad communication lines between vessel and shore, it is difficult for the operator a shore to get his
information;
The manning of the shore based control centres. The operators must be able to immerse themselves
in the situation on board of the ship. The operators need to be trained to control the vessels from
shore.
The occurrence of problems for which there is not a direct solution and there are no procedures.

Background of situational awareness
Level 1:

Perception of the elements in the environment

Level 2:

Comprehension of the current situation

Level 3:

Projection of future states

The human limitations cannot be changed. (Baltic and International Maritime Council, 2013)
A system for situational awareness to compensate the thinking for the human by facilitating efficient dataflow
through the bottleneck system will be designed.
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The design can use more suited parts of the brain to handle the presented complexity through advanced
sensory and alternative information processing mechanisms. This will lighten the load on work memory to keep
operators up to speed while reducing the overall workload, directly reducing stress and fatigue
New type of jobs and other type of personnel
Through the work circumstances completely changed and the changed of required capacity of the employee,
the company must look for a new type of employee. In the current situation, the work is much executive, but in
the future the work will mainly consist in monitoring the process. This will require a very different competence
of the employee. (Verkiel, 2016)

It creates a new way of working
Because there are no unmanned merchant ships and no one with experience of working with this system, the
company will have to invent it all by themselves. When deploying unmanned sailing new procedures will have
to be written how to deal with problems and what action will follow.
During the implementation of unmanned sailing and the first year after, the ship owners will have to devote a
lot of time.
The transition from the current shipping to unmanned shipping
The transition from the current shipping to unmanned ships will not be very fast, due to the following reasons:
• The maritime branch is very conservative;(Kloos, 2016)
• The hybrid version of unmanned boating is not achievable, it becomes profitable if the ships sail completely
unmanned.(Verkiel, 2016)
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2.5.2 SEAFARERS

The seafarers are working for the ship owner and have to control the vessel. The seafarers will follow
procedures and use safety equipment to control the vessel. In the future this will change completely.
Unmanned merchant vessels have the following advantages for the seafarers:




Decreasing the risk of injuries by accidents, due to humans working in hazardous areas;
Working les (or no) time at sea;
Improvement of working conditions. No noise and movements of the vessel.

Social aspect
When the crew on board decreases even more in number, the social aspect of the life on board will suffer. A
better internet connection and redesigned workspace for the crew can solve this problem. The crew can use
more social media and more contact moments on board.
The solutions are tested by the use of different scenarios. The advantages and disadvantages for each scenario
are given.
The cost and benefit analysis shows that it can be financially beneficial to sail with remotely operated engine
rooms. It shows that the more ships are connected to one control centre, the more profitable the system
becomes. In addition, it shows that it can be attractive to use the independent systems, like the bridge
operated scenario board and augmented reality even without a remotely operated engine room.
Acceptance of the technology
The technology is growing considerably faster than people can accept it. People in today's society are not going
to accept a system created that will choose for them. This will certainly happen in the future, but people will
need to get used to it. This step could go against the development of the unmanned sailing.(Verkiel, 2016)
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CONCLUSION

Responsibility
A new big problem with the electronic systems is cyber-attacks. If these systems will operate the ships in the
near future a change must be made in the electronic systems. If the technical solutions are well executed and
the procedures that come with these systems are followed properly, the risk of cyber-attacks will be reduced to
a minimum.
To protect the vessel against cyber-attacks, technical measures and procedures are to be made. If the technical
solutions are well executed and procedures are followed, the chance of a successful cyber-attack is very low.
This improves the safety of unmanned sailing.
Communication
The transition to unmanned ships will bring quite a change in terms of communications and in terms of
organizational. Companies will get new departments or new companies will fill in these tasks, also more
cooperation with suppliers of machines will make a better concept of unmanned ships.
At present, the technique is almost so far that this can be realised, but this change will not go as fast as the
researchers say, because the very branch shipping is very conservative in terms of its organization structure.
(Kloos, 2016) (Verkiel, 2016)
Manning
By remote controlling the vessel on high seas it is very difficult to keep situational awareness due to the
limitation of looking, hearing and smelling. By missing these important information, the feeling of the operator
controlling the ship drops down. In addition, it is difficult to assess external influences such as extreme
weather.
To discover how to deal with unmanned ships in the future, which problems will arise and what kind of people
should do this work, requires much additional research. Besides research, a lot of testing should be done in
order to test the theory in practice. During the transition to unmanned ships there will be a lot of problems to
deal with in the first couple of years.
With the change of the nautical environment, the nautical institutions can’t stay behind. They will need to learn
new students on how to manoeuvre and control the ships when working behind a computer screen. With this
new possible study, the graduates can go work at the vessel traffic service or the different shipping companies
that sail with autonomous ships.
Manning on the shore has its advantages and disadvantages, on high seas where there is not too much traffic
around it is quite possible to sail without crewmembers and will the organizational structure be altered so that
instead of the crewmembers being on board that they are at one big control centre regulating the vessel’s
moves remotely. With the change of the situational awareness and weather predictions a lot of research is still
necessary to actually make sailing without seafarers possible. As far as the coastal trajectory goes, difference in
regulating the traffic itself is necessary to reduce the risks of collision (Sea Traffic Management System).
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3 (SEMI-) AUTONOMOUS SAILING FOR COASTAL TRAJECTORY

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The sub question of this chapter is as follows: How can the organizational structure for present sailing be
restructured according to autonomous sailing for the coastal trajectory?
During the investigation into the future organizational structure for the coastal trajectory, desk research and
flied research were used. The chosen method of desk research is qualitative research in books and on websites.
For the field research interviews with experts were done.
This chapter describes how the final design of the future organizational structure of autonomous sailing for
coastal trajectory, has become. The main topics in this chapter will be responsibility, manning and
communication. This chapter will also describe the problems during the design of the future organizational
structure for the coastal trajectory and how the end result is reached.
3.2RESPONSIBILITY ON COASTAL TRAJECTORY
During passage of ships in coastal areas it is necessary to take in mind all kind of possibilities that can happen.
Often coastal areas are very busy with ships proceeding from and to ports, leisure crafts and fisherman. Now
the officer on watch makes the decision to alter the ship’s course to prevent collisions or other marine
accidents. When a collision or accident happens the person/company who made the initial mistake is
responsible. Accidents that occur by faults in machinery that are not directly human faults, other companies
than the shipping companies can be reliable for the damages.
Stakeholder

Responsibility

Shipping Company
Captain

Seaworthy ship, certificated crew
Environment on board, monitoring crew, making sure
that the ship stays seaworthy
Good working machinery and systems
Advisory organ

Factory of machinery/systems on board
VTS

At the moment numerous laws and protocols are active in shipping, these laws and protocols define how things
should be on board of vessels. These laws and protocols originate from accidents that happened in the past
and are designed for the technology available at that moment. To implement autonomous shipping, the whole
responsibility network has to be reviewed for possible changes.
By implementing autonomous ships, a lot more vital factors are created that will result into marine accidents or
collisions. With autonomous shipping machinery and computer systems control the action that the ship will
take to prevent any accidents. The way that companies will be responsible is not going to be very different
from how it is now. A company is liable for damages when something happens due to a fault in their system.
Accidents due to faults in systems on board are going to take over the accidents due to human factors, because
there are no humans on board anymore, therefore the responsibility shifts from shipping companies to
manufacturers. Taken in mind that the shipping company maintained the ship according protocols.
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Stakeholder

Responsibility
Seaworthy ship, maintaining ships
Monitoring passages of ships and informing other
ships about real time events.
Good working machinery and systems, maintaining
machinery/systems

Shipping Company
VTS
Factory of machinery/systems on board


Captain: The responsibility of the captain is taken over by the shipping company.

Errors regarding navigation will not be present anymore. The VTS monitors ships and sends the gathered
information to the other vessels. The vessels can take actions with the received information from the VTS.
Accidents happened due to wrong information form the VTS will lead to a liability of the VTS. Still the VTS acts
as an advice-giving organ.
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3.3 COMMUNICATION DURING COASTAL TRAJECTORY
The communication process in present time is done through VHF and satellite communications (internet)
between the different ships, shore and VTS. The communication is done by the crew on board and the
employees at the shore. In these communications it is possible miscommunications occur. These
miscommunications can lead into accidents and collisions. To reduce the human factor, the communication on
board needs to be changed when implementing autonomous ships.
For example: The information flow is slow due to the chain of systems that is necessary to bring the
information across, if a system is designed so that the communication is very fast, more time can be used to
actually think about prevention of collision and other accidents.
The autonomous communication in coastal areas will work the same as communication for high seas. The only
difference is the presence of an extra stakeholder: Vessel Traffic Service. The VTS monitors the vessels in their
working area and distributes information about real time events to the vessels in their working area. The
systems work via Artificial Intelligence. The VTS sends suggestions to the computer system on board the vessel.
The computer system of the vessel will make the final decision. Because of this structure the responsibility
stays with the ship owner. On high seas the following departments are active







The company office;
The vessel;
The general engineer centre;
The specialist engineer centres;
The sailing control centre;
The maintenance team.

When the vessel proceeds through a coastal area, one extra department is added to the above departments.
The Vessel Traffic service.
The VTS works according the same principle as the compartments from highs seas. They monitor all actions of
the vessels in their working area and give advice to vessels which actions they could take. Also the information
about the possibility to start approaching the port or the need to anchor is given by the VTS. The VTS can be
fully unmanned but it’s wise to have someone at the station to check if the systems are working properly.
3.4 ORGANIZATION
With the descriptions written in the chapters about responsibility, communication and manning it is possible to
construct an organization structure for autonomous shipping at high seas, coastal and port trajectories.
The trajectories about high and coastal seas are quite similar to each other. The way ships are controlled and
managed are exactly the same. The navigation and engineering is controlled from shore-based offices where
specialists monitor the vessel. In coastal areas the traffic is denser than at high seas, therefore it needs to be
monitored and controlled precisely to prevent any accidents. This monitoring is done by a government
organization called the vessel traffic service. The vessel traffic service directs all the traffic that is sailing
through their working area. Because monitoring various directions and speeds is very difficult even for the
most advanced computer systems a special sea high way needs to be designed. Ships sailing in coastal areas
take the predesigned road to their destination. These roads are similar to the traffic separation schemes from
today but three new lanes are going to be introduced. The fast lane is for ships that sail more than 15 knots.
The Medium speed lane is for ships that sail between 8 and 15 knots. The slow speed lane is for ships that sail
between 1 and 8 knots. Sometimes there is not enough space for three lanes, to compromise this the slow and
medium speed lane are combined into one lane.
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If coastal areas are divided in predetermined roads it is easier for the vessels to predict actions taken by
another vessel in the same area. All ships go the same direction and more or less the same speed. With this
system there is no need for the difficult and confusing collision regulations.

Slow/
Medium
Speed
Lane

Fast Lane

Fast Lane
>15 knots
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control centre machine suplier

control centre shipow ner
(engineers department)

control centre shipow ner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner

Vessel traffic service

The vessel traffic service monitors the heading and the speed of the autonomous vessels and with this
information, they give advice in which lane the ship needs to sail. By directing the vessel flow towards the ports
a good overview on all the vessels will be established. The cloud that stores all the information of the vessels
helps the vessel traffic service to give the best advice to the sailing departments of the vessels. In the cloud
information about destination and arrival time are given.
The sailing department of the vessels makes sure their ships are sailing in the predetermined lanes with a fixed
distance of the other vessels. The VTS knows the destination of the ships and advices the sailing departments
when they can switch lanes to their destination.
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3.5 MANNING DURING COASTAL TRAJECTORY
In today’s shipping industry the crew is appointed by the shipping company. They come on and go off the
vessels in the ports. The crew consist of a captain, chief officer, second officer, chief engineer, second engineer
and the sailors. Some ships sail with more officers, engineers and specialist on board. These people need
adequate training to work on vessels. This training is given on schools and maritime institutions. By introducing
autonomous ships, there will be no seafarers on board of the vessels anymore. The controlling of the ships is
done on the shore. The way this structure is formed can be read in chapter 2.3.
3.3.1 Education of the new workforce
Nautical intuitions have to change as well with the upcoming autonomous innovations. They need to prepare
the future workforce that will steer the ships and work on the vessel from shore. They have to tutor the new
workforce to recognize patterns of ships on computer screens. When a pattern deviates from predetermined
routes given for the ship its important this deviation is noticed fast to ensure no accidents will happen and
more deviations occur.
The new students should still learn about the forces that work on the vessel, but in a different way. Because
everything is shown on screens the operator of the vessels can’t hear or feel abnormalities that happen on the
ship. People that are going to work on these systems need to develop new senses like fast responsiveness and
have good view what happens in their surroundings. Their work will be similar to air traffic control.
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CONCULSION
Responsibility
The captain on conservative vessels is responsible for all actions on board of the ship and in case of a collision.
If in the near future the ships will sail without any crewmembers at all but with these electronic systems as
explained earlier the responsibility will go to the ship’s owner.
Shipping is a very old branch. It is around since the dawn of time, because of this laws and how things work in
shipping are intertwined in today’s shipping. Changing these laws and protocols are going to be very time
consuming. The responsibility structure will change and shift to other companies. How big the shift will be,
depends who the system on board will monitor and maintain. (Verkiel, 2016) (Kloos, 2016)
In case the electronic system on board of the vessel fails, or is under attack of a cyber-attack this means that
the maker of the electronic system did not secure his system well enough. In this case the ship’s owner will
claim the damage at the maker of this electronic system.
Communication
When the vessel proceeds through a coastal area the will have navigational assistance from the VTS (Vessel
Traffic service). The VTS works according the same principle as the compartments from highs seas. They
monitor all actions of the vessels in their working area and give advice to vessels which actions they could take.
Also the information about the possibility to start approaching the port or the need to anchor is given by the
VTS. The VTS can be fully unmanned but it is wise to have someone at the station to control if the systems are
working properly.
If crewmembers on board will disappear and will control the ships remotely the communication will be through
technical systems on board of the ship and the vessel traffic services controlling the vessel. In this case the
communication between the different stakeholders will become less complicated and will actually speed up the
flow of information.

Organization
With the busy sectors in the coastal areas it will be very chaotic when ships are sailing any direction and speed
they want. With applying borders to the way how vessels act in coastal areas it will be easier to control the
traffic flow of all the vessels. (Kloos, 2016) (Verkiel, 2016) (van der Heiden, 2016)

control centre machine suplier

control centre shipow ner
(engineers department )

control ce ntre shipow ner
( sailing department)

B ackoffice ship ow ner

Vessel traffic service
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Manning
With the change of the nautical environment, the nautical institutions can’t stay behind. They will need to
educate new students on how to manoeuvre and control the ships when working behind a computer screen.
With this new possible study, the graduates can go work at the vessel traffic service or the different shipping
companies that sail with autonomous ships. (Verkiel, 2016) (Kloos, 2016)
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4 (SEMI-) AUTONOMOUS SAILING DURING PORT TRAJECTORY

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The sub question of this chapter is as follows: How can the organizational structure for present sailing be
restructured according to autonomous sailing for the port trajectory?
During the investigation into the future organizational structure for the port trajectory, desk research and field
research were used. The chosen method of desk research is qualitative research in books and on websites. For
the field research interviews with experts were done.
This chapter describes how the final design of the future organizational structure of autonomous sailing for
port trajectory, has become. The main topics in this chapter will be responsibility, manning and
communication. This chapter will also describe the problems during the design of the future organizational
structure for the port trajectory and how the end result is reached.
4.2RESPONSIBILITY ON POR T TRAJECTORY

Stakeholder

Responsibility

Shipping Company
Captain

Seaworthy ship, certificated crew
Environment on board, monitoring crew, making sure
that the ship stays seaworthy
Good working machinery and systems
Advisory organ
Regulating organ
Guiding organ

Factory of machinery/systems on board
VTS
Port Authorities
Pilotage

The responsibility of the ship during the port trajectory of the (semi-)autonomous ship is very important
related to the numerous incidents that may arise.
4.2.1 SHIP OWNER
At present the laws have been adapted for ships with a captain and crew. The captain is responsible for making
decisions onboard on behalf of the shipping company and the officers on duty follow procedures for safe
navigation. The shipping company is final responsible for the ship and crew. With the implementation of
autonomous sailing the human factor will be replaced by machinery, meaning that the shipping company is
fully responsible for the ship. The organization will at all times be responsible for maintaining track of the ship
in case of emergencies like a cyber-attack or malfunction of the control systems. In case of a calamity due to
system malfunction the organization will be held responsible at first, afterwards there will be a claim at the
makers of the systems. In case of a cyber-attack the manufacturer will be held responsible, as they were not
able to secure the systems properly.
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4.2.2 VTS
The Vessel Traffic Services keeps track of vessels movements and provide safe navigation for all vessels that
entering and leaving port, by using Automatic Identification Systems, VHF’s, radar, CCTV and satellite systems.
The VTS prevents development of dangerous traffic situations. The VTS have contact with the vessel and the
sailing department that monitored and controlled the vessel. The task of the Vessel Traffic Services is advising
and will not be held responsible for calamities due to system failures. The advantage of the VTS center is there
overview of the traffic situation.
Only in case the VTS has full control over the vessels in their area, will they be held responsible for their
actions. This outcome will bring difficulties in case of an accident, due to the fact that the VTS is in control of a
vessels from another company.

4.2.3 PORT AUTHORITIES
The port authorities supervise the vessels entering and leaving port. The port authorities gather data from the
ship and its cargo and revises them. They are responsible for the safety of the port and keeps unwanted vessels
from entering or leaving the port. Ships will be inspected from a distance using drones and x-ray.(Verkiel, 2016)
With inspections in the port certain people are still required to go on board to check the vessel on
seaworthiness, contraband and stowaways. This task can be done by a company representative (agent) or by
extending the duties to the load master. The loading master will check the vessel after loading and report if the
vessel is ready to leave port. (Kloos, 2016)

4.2.4 PILOTAGE
The pilots maneuver the ships in port trajectory and navigate the vessels safely inside the port to
terminal/berthing place. Nowadays the master is fully responsible for safe navigation of the vessel, even if pilot
is onboard. With the implementation of autonomous sailing, the Pilot or operator will be given a role of captain
and his responsibility (in this case the pilot still goes on board during the approach of a port). The pilot is the
only person that is in command of the vessel and therefore responsible for the vessel.
When the ships are so highly automated that a pilot is not required for the approach of a port, the profession
and responsibility of a pilot disappears. The people who operate the system and monitor the vessel from a
control center, will be responsible for the vessel.
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4.3 COMMUNICATION DURING PORT TRAJECTORY
The communication process in present time is done with VHF and satellite communications (internet) between
the different ships, shore and VTS. The communication is done by the crew on board and the employees at the
shore. In these communications it is possible that miscommunications can occur. These miscommunications
can lead into accidents and collisions. To reduce the human factor, the communication on board needs to be
changed when implementing autonomous ships.
The autonomous communication in port areas will be different than the communication on high seas and
coastal areas. The differences are extra stakeholders and the use of a “maritime cloud”.
At coastal areas the following departments are active








The company office;
The vessel;
The general engineer centre;
The specialist engineer centres;
The sailing control centre;
The maintenance team;
The Vessel Traffic service.

When the vessel proceeds through a port area, one extra stakeholder is added to the above stakeholders. The
following stakeholders are added:



Port authority;
Pilotage.

In the following paragraphs the way of working of the stakeholders will be described.

4.3.1 SHIP OWNER
The communication during port trajectory is similar to high seas and coastal trajectory. The shipping company
keeps track of the vessel. The communication between the company and ship will be done by the Shore Based
Control Centre. The Communication will be partly autonomous and partly centralized controlled, but the
operator will always be in contact with the vessel.
Both the ship-owner and the ship can send information to the cloud. The information can be extracted from
the cloud by special users. The information is only sent once, this will speed up the communication and reduces
the risk of errors during communication.

4.3.2 VTS
The VTS has an advising function and is currently done by VHF. With the implementation of autonomous sailing
the communication will take place less trough the VHF and more through messages and other systems. An
artificial intelligence system can suggest certain solutions to avoid dangerous traffic situations. The system will
improve safe navigation by reducing distractions during port trajectory. (Verkiel, 2016)
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PORT AUTHORITIES

The port authorities supervise the vessels entering and leaving port. The port authorities gather data from the
ship and its cargo and revises them. They are responsible for the safety of the port and keeps unwanted vessels
from entering or leaving the port. To complete this task successful a lot of communication is required to carry
out, in order to obtain the necessary information.
The port authorities can obtain this information form the “maritime cloud”. The input for the “maritime cloud”
are:




The vessel;
The Vessel Traffic service;
The sailing control centre.

The users of the obtain information are:




Pilotage;
Harbour tugs;
Port authorities.

The communication process will speed up and less susceptible to errors.
4.3.4 PILOTAGE
There are two possible situations available: one situation where the pilot is still on board to execute the
approach of the port and another situation where the profession of pilot will disappear.
In the first situation the pilot is in command of the vessel and communication is necessary. The pilot will get the
required information for the maritime cloud and will also send his information to other stake holders by the
maritime cloud. In case of an emergency situation the present used VHF communication system can be used as
a backup system.
In the second situation the task of the pilot is taken over the autonomous system and the ‘’monitor and control
centre’’. There are no persons on board anymore and all contact is performed by the maritime cloud.

4.3.5 HARBOUR TUGS
Harbour Tugs are expected to be necessary in the future. The harbour tugboat can get its information from the
maritime cloud and with this information it is clear what the orders are and it can perform.
The use of the “Maritime cloud” will reduce risk of miscommunication and speed up the communication
between parties.
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4.4 ORGANIZATION

“The cloud”
Port authority

Tugs

Pilotage

Vessel traffic service
control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner

The above is an overview of the communication port structure during the process. On the overview chart
above is seen how the maritime cloud is used within the communication between different parties.
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4.5 MANNING DURING PORT TRAJECTORY
The way of working with all parties involved in the port trajectory will totally change. Because there will be jobs
disappearing, there will be new jobs and a lot of people will have to change jobs. By involving the personnel in
changing and retrain the way of working inside the company, the former employees get the chance to find a
new job.
The way of working in the future will be very different from the way of working as we know today. As a result,
it may be possible that a different kind of personnel is required for these new jobs.(Verkiel, 2016)
4.5.1 EDUCATION
There should be training for new professions. However, the government must first decide whether these are
officially recognized trainings or not and what the minimal content of these trainings should be.
Normally such developments take very long time, because only companies and schools are developing a new
training or study if there is a shortage of trained personnel.
4.5.2 SHIPOWNER
Ship owners need personnel in the future that can:




Monitor and control the movements of the vessel from distance;
Monitor and control the machinery on board the vessel from distance;
That can do maintenance during the port stay;

4.5.3VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICE
The Vessel Traffic Service need personnel in the future that can:


Monitor the traffic flow, give advice and optimize the process to maximum. (this is not a big difference
than the current situation, only now the VTS is given more responsibility).

4.5.4 PORT AUTHORITY
The port authority need personnel in the future that can:




Do vessel inspection for distance;
Do vessel inspection by going on board;
Optimize the process maximum (traffic flow and berth stay)

4.5.5 PILOTAGE
The pilotage need personnel in the future that can:



Lead an autonomous vessel in the port, without captain of helmsman (pilot still on board);
Lead an autonomous vessel in the port, from a monitor and control centre (no pilot anymore on
board).

4.5.6 HARBOUR TUGS
The harbour tugs need personnel in the future that can:


Work with the “maritime cloud” and with this information can perform the correct actions. In the far
future also the harbour tugs will become autonomous.
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CONCULSION
Responsibility
As far as the responsibility is concerned, most elements regarding the shipowner and captain remain
unchanged. But with entering the port, the following parties are part of the organizational structure:
VTS
Port Authorities
Pilotage

Advisory organ
Regulating organ
Guiding organ

The vessel traffic services will work together with the pilot which is the guiding organ on board of the ship in
the port, when the pilot takes over the control he will not be responsible as there are numerous people at a
office centre monitoring his every move. This means that the control centre still has the last word in case the
pilot takes action.
The vessel traffic service is just there to advise the pilot and the office centre, it is advisory to follow these
instructions. (Verkiel, 2016)
The Port authorities will give the information necessary to enter the port to the office centre, for example
when to enter the port and to regulate the flow of ships inside and outside the port. As there are not yet too
much examples of (semi-) autonomous ships entering the port speculations can be made that there will be a
ship’s representative in the port to guide the port authorities when visiting the ship at the berth. (Verkiel, 2016)
Communication
The communication for the port trajectory is similar to the coastal trajectory but just as the responsibility more
parties will be involved. The Port authorities and the pilots will have contact with the ship owners and the
office centre monitoring the vessel. The communication nowadays is still done through the VHF or e-mails from
and to the shipowner. In the future a maritime cloud with all stakeholders involved during the port trajectory
can help to receive all information a lot quicker than before which will result in faster reactions to difficult
situations such as collisions or shifting of berths.
Manning
As we can see manning on the shore has its advantages and disadvantages, on high seas where there is not too
much traffic around it is quite possible to sail without crewmembers and will the organizational structure be
altered so that instead of the crewmembers being on board that they are at one big control centre regulating
the vessel’s moves remotely. With the change of the situational awareness and weather predictions a lot of
research is still necessary to actually make sailing without seafarers possible. As far as the coastal trajectory
goes, difference in regulating the traffic itself is necessary to reduce the risks of collision (Sea Traffic
Management System).
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CONCLUSION
The Organizational Structure of (semi-) autonomous ships is a broad subject so it was necessary to divide the
subject into three different subjects to look further into the possibilities to sail (semi-) autonomous. For these
subjects (Communication, manning & responsibility) it was necessary to answer sub-questions to get to
different approaches on the organizational structure in general.
To look further into the possibilities to sail (semi-) autonomous the three different subjects are subdivided into
three seagoing trajectories with different characteristics: High seas, coastal trajectory and port trajectory.
RESPONSIBILITY
Responsibility is part of the organizational structure, if ship’s will sail (semi-) autonomous in the future there
will be a shift in responsibility in the organizational structure between different companies.
One of the examples is that the electronic systems using Artificial Intelligence will take control of the ship and
all her whereabouts. Who will be responsible if one of these systems fails?
Another big problem with the electronic systems is cyber-attacks. A change will have to be made in the
electronic systems if these systems will operate the ships in the near future. If the technical solutions are well
executed and the procedures that come with these systems are followed properly, the risk of cyber-attacks will
be reduced to a minimum.
The captain on board conservative vessels is responsible for all actions in case of a collision. If the ships will sail
without any crewmembers at all in the near future but with the electronic systems explained earlier, the
responsibility will go to the ship’s owner.
In case the electronic system on board of the vessel fails, or has a cyber-attack means that the manufacturer
did not secure the electronic system enough. In this case the ship’s owner will claim the maker of the electronic
system for the damage done during system failure.
We can conclude that the organizational structure seen from the aspect regarding responsibility will shift from
the crewmembers on board to the electrical systems monitoring and controlling the vessel. If we look at the
present responsibility structure the ship’s owner will remain responsible in the end.
As the shipping branch is quite conservative it will take a while to change the laws and protocols to deal with
the responsibility shifting to other parties in the organizational structure. It all depends on how big the part of
these electronic systems will be in the future regarding (semi-) autonomous sailing.
COMMUNICATION
In present times the communication between ships and other vessels or companies is done through the VHF or
e-mail as there are crewmembers on board controlling the ship. If crewmembers on board will disappear and
will control the ships remotely the communication will be through technical systems on board of the ship and
the vessel traffic services controlling the vessel. In this case the communication between the different
stakeholders will become less complicated and will actually speed up the flow of information.
With introducing a ‘cloud’ where all stakeholders can take part in participating in the communication the
organizational structure will change in a good way. The communication between the ship’s owner and the
technical systems on board will be established so that new companies can jump in to work on the supplies and
machines for the (semi-) autonomous ships. At present, the technique is almost so far that this can be realised.
But the changes will not go that fast as researchers say as the shipping branch is quite conservative.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The organizational structure which includes the three different subject explained earlier will change drastically
in all three sections. But in all three the conclusions we can see that because of the very conservative thoughts
of changing the organizational structure, it can take quite a while before certain changes will be made.

“The cloud”
Port authority

Tugs

Pilotage

Vessel traffic service
control centre machine suplier

control centre shipowner
(engineers department)

control centre shipowner
(sailing department)

Backoffice ship owner

Organizational Structure
MANNING
If the crewmembers on board of the ship are not actually on board the organizational structure regarding
manning will change drastically.
By remote controlling the vessel on high seas it is very difficult to keep situational awareness due to the
limitation of looking, hearing and smelling. By missing these important information, the feeling of the operator
controlling the ship drops down. In addition, it is difficult to assess external influences such as extreme
weather.
With the change of the nautical environment, the nautical institutions can’t stay behind. They will need to learn
new students on how to steer and control the ships when working behind a computer screen. With this new
possible study, the graduates can go work at the vessel traffic service or the different shipping companies that
sail with autonomous ships.
Manning on the shore has its advantages and disadvantages, on high seas where there is not too much traffic
around it is quite possible to sail without crewmembers and will the organizational structure be altered so that
instead of the crewmembers being on board that they are at one big control centre regulating the vessel’s
moves remotely. With the change of the situational awareness and weather predictions a lot of research is still
necessary to actually make sailing without seafarers possible. As far as the coastal trajectory goes, difference in
regulating the traffic itself is necessary to reduce the risks of collision (Sea Traffic Management System).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

To make sure that the organizational structure will improve in the near future with the development of (semi-)
autonomous sailing the following recommendations are suggested:
Responsibility
-

Further research is necessary regarding the responsibility with all electronical systems on board;
Further research in the established protocols regarding the responsibility with the development of
(semi-) autonomous ships;

Communication
-

Further research regarding a cloud to make the communication flow between different stakeholders
less complicated;
Further research in new communication between shore based control centres and other stakeholders
with the future (semi-) autonomous ships.

Organizational Structure
-

Further research in the possibility to fit all three different subjects so that one control centre can fulfil
all tasks necessary to control an autonomous ship.

Manning
-

Further research in the possibility to change the way of education for maritime officers to work in the
control centres which are controlling the ships at distance;
Further research the way shipping will change when the current seafarers will work at the control
centres.
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APPENDICES

AINTERVIEW ANTHONY VEDER

Introduction:
Our project investigates the solutions to the problems that arise when deploying unmanned ships. The
specialization of our project is the organization and manning, in relation to unmanned ships to investigate
Anthony Veder is a company where safety, service and sustainability are key. It is interesting to know how an
innovative company like Anthony Veder look at the possibilities of unmanned sailing and in the process to
reduce the risks and increase safety.

Interview questions:
• How Anthony Veder expected that the communication between unmanned ships will occur in the future
between unmanned ships?
At this time, Anthony Veder has no vision here on, because the principals are oil concern the are highly retained
of the organizational structure of the company. Oil companies like to see more staff on board gas tankers rather
than less or unmanned.
However, Mr. Kloos sees opportunities artificial intelligence (allows companies like Google are already very far
whit this technology). Through the use of artificial intelligence to the system choices themselves, making the
ship is able itself to avoid collisions by themselves.

• How Anthony Veder expected that the communication between unmanned and manned ships will occur in
the future?
Mr. Kloos also sees opportunities here to apply artificial intelligence, ships detect the danger and the system
itself is able to use the correct manoeuvre to avoid a collision. However, it is expected that the principals (oil
companies) are not quickly agree to this. The oil companies are probably afraid of the consequences if a ship
have is one way of thinking, because such vessels are transporting a large quantity of liquid gas.

• How Anthony Veder expected that the communication between unmanned ships and port authorities / VTS
will occur in the future?
This is possible to realize systems for communication between ships and shore, but the feeling that a master
uses in his work is difficult to program. This will decrease the situational awareness.
The question is how much use / need it currently has to make ships unmanned. Of course, can be save a lot of
money on crew. But it requires first a great investment that does not produce immediate cash. By reason of the
crisis in the shipping industry, many companies have no money for such projects and research. Companies
would be happy to introduce a cheaper form of crew reduction, which provides immediate cash.
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• How unmanned ships are inspected for seaworthiness if no one is on board?
By using many sensors and processing these data into the system, the system checks the ship itself on
seaworthiness. In addition, could be extended to the tasks of the loading master with controlling the ship or a
representative of the company to perform this task.
The question is when to unmanned vessels maintenance is performed. Alongside a terminal can’t be committed
any maintenance on a gas tanker because the propulsion need to be standby and the gas plant is operational. If
the advantages of unmanned sailing are bigger than the cost of regularly scheduled times when the vessel is
stationary for maintenance, then this no problem anymore.

• Are unmanned ships suitable for the transport of hazardous cargoes / substances? If so, why, if not, why?
Yes, Mr. Kloos sees opportunities for unmanned sailing for example gas tanker. However, it will take a while for
it so far. To realize the unmanned sailing all stakeholders, have to work with, so it lasted the entire process
sailing unmanned supported. However, there are many stakeholders involved in the transportation of liquefied
gas through ships. Most stakeholders are very conservative and this ensures that this development does not
proceed so quickly.

• How Anthony Veder is responsible for the approach of unmanned ships?
This is a very complex question to answer. Initially a company always responsible for her ships. But this issue will
need first much study before will can give a fully correct answer.
o For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by a system error.
More research is necessary to answer this question.
o For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by a cyber-attack.
More research is necessary to answer this question.
o For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by an error of Anthony Veder.
More research is necessary to answer this question.

• How will Anthony Veder handle with the introduction of unmanned ships
o Have this type of ships in the future in the gas shipping?
There is definitely believes in the potential of unmanned sailing, but for now there is not yet sufficient
support for this issue.
o What developments should take place to realize unmanned gas vessels?
It gets really interesting when other ships have already sailing expiries with the system and if theoretical
calculations how much risk reduction is accidents. To create support from principals and the public, by showing
that unmanned ships is considerably safer as the confessional style of shipping.
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• To what extent Anthony Veder is responsible for incidents with an unmanned ship? With regard to the three
sections of the project: High Seas, Coastal, Port.
o How is Anthony Veder currently responsible for its ships?
For now, the shipping company will remain responsible for its ships. It takes a long period before
another authority is responsible for the ship, this transformation of legislation will get very slowly.

• How Anthony Veder is restructuring its company structure by introducing of unmanned ships?
Here no vision Anthony Veder has left. It is for Anthony Veder far too early to engage therewith.

Problem definition:
The shipping companies are not prepared for the possibility that will be (semi-) unmanned ships in the near
future part of the traffic in the port.
How Anthony Veder can respond to this change?
Mr. Kloos is expecting, there is still enough time before Anthony Veder have to respond to this development.
To this moment is the expected that this development has not yet come into a flow acceleration. It will take all
long period before unmanned will be realized.
Currently keep owners are more concerned with change in short term legislation, such as the cost of ballast
treatment plants.
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BINTERVIEW JUMBO SHIP PING

Introduction:
Our project investigates the solutions to the problems that arise when deploying unmanned ships. The
specialization of our project is the organization and manning, in relation to unmanned ships to investigate.
Jumbo Shipping is a company where safety, service and sustainability are key. It is interesting to know how an
innovative company like Jumbo Shipping look at the possibilities of unmanned sailing and in the process to
reduce the risks and increase safety.

Interview questions:


How Jumbo Shipping expected that the communication between unmanned ships will occur in the
future between unmanned ships?
GPS and a central "navigation guidance system" such as already implemented by the aviation industry.



How Jumbo Shipping expected that the communication between unmanned and manned ships will
occur in the future?
The control of the ships will be partly autonomous and partly by centralized controlled, but always a
Jumbo operator has contact with the vessel by using a secure connection.



How Jumbo Shipping expected that the communication between unmanned ships and port authorities
/ VTS will occur in the future?
From Pilot to Pilot autonomous and with a pilot on board the ship will sail into the port.



How unmanned ships are inspected for seaworthiness if no one is on board?
There will be a futuristic system on board with wave radar and wind meters to be replace the eyes of
the captain. There must also developed an automatic data system for ship management, because now
we have only unmanned engine room.



Are unmanned ships suitable for the transport of project cargo? If so, why, if not, why?
Yes, because the problems with the project cargo are during loading and unloading often this can be
done by teams that can fly to the ports. If there are usually problems aboard or any other problems,
than it should be solved before departure.
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How Jumbo Shipping is responsible for the approach of unmanned ships?
o

For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by a system error.
3 layers decisions

o

For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by a cyber-attack.
Safeguarding systems and communication lines

o

For example: who is liable if an unmanned ship makes a mistake by an error of Jumbo
Shipping.
Legal questions will only be resolved if this is a problem suffered, often the rules will become
behind the facts. It will take a long time before the legal questions are answered.





How will Jumbo Shipping handle with the introduction of unmanned ships
o

Have this type of ships in the future in the offshore/heavy lifting shipping?
For the offshore no, because the will discharging at sea. But for normal heavy lifting vessels it
can be a possibility in the future.

o

What developments should take place to realize unmanned offshore/heavy lifting ships?
Secure communication system have to be development and systems to replace ‘’eyes" of the
captain.

To what extent Jumbo Shipping is responsible for incidents with an unmanned ship? With regard to
the three sections of the project: High Seas, Coastal, Port.
The captain is ultimately responsible, by implementing (semi-) unmanned sailing the Pilot or the
operator will also be given a role of Captain and his responsibility.
o

How is Jumbo Shipping currently responsible for its ships?
The ships are our own possession and we are the user of our ships. Jumbo Shipping is full
responsibility fort here own ships.



How is Jumbo Shipping restructuring its company structure by introducing of unmanned ships?
New function for Captain, maybe a view different ships have only one captain in the feature. The teams
that fly to the ports must be extended.
Problem definition:

The shipping companies are not prepared for the possibility that will be (semi-) unmanned ships in the near
future part of the traffic in the port.
How can Jumbo Shipping respond to this change?
When building new ships, the will get an another accommodation and by existing vessels, the bridge will only
change and the staff will also be trained differently.
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C INTERVIEW PORT OF RO TTERDAM

Intro:
A lot of problems will pop-up when implementing autonomous sailing into today’s shipping world, our project
group is researching these problems to find a solution for the organizational structure, in relation to
autonomous sailing.
The Port of Rotterdam is a very important stakeholder in the maritime transport chain. It is quite interesting
to know what the Port of Rotterdam thinks of the development and change of organizational systems when
autonomous sailing will be implemented (regarding communication and the coordination of port based
organizations).

Questions:


How does the Port of Rotterdam see the development in communication between (semi-)
autonomous ships in the near future?

It is expected that the development is not going that quickly due to the fact that the shipping branch is quite
conservative. Also the people working at certain companies are not ready yet for this big change. What we can
expect is that in the near future fewer communication is taking place through the VHF but more through
messages and other systems. Within a system like that Artificial Intelligence can play a big part, the system can
find and suggest certain solutions to avoid a collision, for example.


How does the Port of Rotterdam see the development in communication between (semi-)
autonomous and manned ships in the near future?

The communication will take place through a system. The system could measure the intentions of both ships to
find the most efficient way of altering course to prevent a collision. When this happens the VHF communication
of manned ships must be decreased, this can be hard because of most crew on board of ships has the mentality
to use the VHF quite often.


How does the port of Rotterdam see the development in communication between (semi-)
autonomous ships and the port authorities / VTS in the near future?

The communication will take place through a system. The ship’s owner is still responsible if the port authorities
and VTS still remain there with an advising function within the process. Anyway, the port authorities / VTS will
control the (semi-) autonomous ships when they are fully developed, in this case the responsibility will lay at the
port authorities / VTS.
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How will (semi-) autonomous ships be checked for seaworthiness is no one is on board?

The ships will be inspected at distance. The inspection will be possible with the new technical inventions and
sensors on (semi-)autonomous ships (for example aqua-bots and drones). Through these inspections at distance
a selection of ships can be selected beforehand to be inspected. With the inspections in the port certain people
are still required to go on board. At the berth where the ship is moored one of the ships representatives will be
there to accommodate the port authorities.


How will the (semi-) autonomous ships be checked on immigration if no one is on board?

The immigration shall still come on board of these (semi-) autonomous ships. In the beginning people are still
required to go on board but in the near future this inspection or work will be done by a system. If the ship is
fitted with sensors that can detect trespassers the system can be used to secure the ship.

Besides that, a system that is using ‘X-ray’ technology can be used to scan containers and trucks. For example,
that all ships that will enter Rotterdam will be checked using X-ray scans.


How will (semi-) autonomous ships be checked for illegal contraband if no one is on board?

See the previous question about immigration, only now the job will be done by the customs.


Are (semi-) autonomous ships welcome the Port of Rotterdam? Even during development phases? If
not, why not?

Everyone is welcome in the port of Rotterdam. The port will open his gates to all development regarding (semi-)
autonomous sailing. The port is ready for tests and demo’s if all risks that go along with it will be taken care of.
The port is unfortunately not ready for fully operational autonomous ships yet.


How will the future organizational structure of the Port of Rotterdam look like/change with the
coming of (semi-) autonomous ships?

The processing of information will change for sure and will be partly taken over by systems. Because of these
changes the work of the port workers will change too. The profile for the (new) Port worker will change so that
different kind of people will work for the Port of Rotterdam. In the future jobs will disappear with the systems
taking over jobs that originally were done by people.



How far will the responsibility of the Port of Rotterdam go for the approach of (semi-) autonomous
ships?

This will not change looking at the current situation at first.
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Think about who will be responsible if an autonomous ship will cause an accident due to a system
failure, for example.

If these is a failure in the ships systems that will cause an accident, then the ship’s owner will be responsible at
first, the ship’s owner will for sure make a claim at the maker of these systems.
o

Think about who will be responsible if an autonomous ship will cause an accident due to a cyberattack, for example.

In case there is an accident due to the fact that the system is attacked, the maker of the system will be held
responsible as the maker was not able to secure his system properly. The costs of the accident will be claimed at
the maker of the system.
o

Think about who will be responsible if an autonomous ship will cause an accident due to an error
made by the Port of Rotterdam.

If this happens due to an error in a system of the port authorities (which is advising) it cannot be held
responsible, but if there can be spoken of big errors or intentional actions they will be held responsible. Also if
the port authorities will take over control of the (semi-) autonomous ships they will be held responsible as well.

Problem Definition:
There is not yet a plausible solution for communication, manning and responsibility regarding (semi-)
autonomous sailing.
How will the Port of Rotterdam take action on these changes of ships in the near future when these
autonomous ships will enter the port of Rotterdam?
The Port of Rotterdam will look at how fast the development on (semi-) autonomous ships will go and which
direction they will be aimed at. The Port of Rotterdam sees this development as irreversible. The development
will be followed in a positive way and we will research it step by step too. But the Port of Rotterdam doesn’t
take part in long-term researches due to the fact that if mistakes are made in a long-term research these
mistakes are difficult to fix and will have many financial effects.
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D APPROACH OF ROTTERDAM

Deep sea pilotage:
Company: Dirkzwager’sCoastal and Deep Sea Pilotage BV
Pilotage request 48 hours in advance, stating ETA at Pilot boarding station.

Port pilotage:
1) Pilot ordering by Fax, Telex or E-mail.
2) Sector Maas Approach, by VHF frequency 1
3) Sector Pilot Maas, by VHF frequency 2, Shore Based Pilotage (SBP)
4) Sector Maas Entrance, by VHF frequency 3, Shore Based Pilotage (SBP)
Regional Pilots Corporation Rotterdam-Rijnmond, by Telephone, Fax, E-mail or website

On arrival in VTS area (beginning by Maas Approach) the following information must be reported by
entering the VTS area:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Vessel’s name and call sing;
Draught;
Position;
Destination;
Special circumstances;
If Pilotage Exemption Certificate (PEC), details about this certificate;
Security level.

VTS:
North (Sea > Shore):
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Sector Rozenburg, by VHF frequency 65
Sector Maassluis, by VHF frequency 80
Sector Botlek, by VHF frequency 61
Sector Eemhaven, by VHF frequency 63
Sector Waalhaven, by VHF frequency 60
Sector Maasbruggen, by VHF frequency 80

South (Sea > Shore):
1) Sector Euripoort, by VHF frequency 66
2) Sector Hartelhaven, by VHF frequency 10 (ship to ship)
3) Sector Oude Maas, by VHF frequency 62
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Information for port authorities
The following information must be in advance, when ETA or ETA and requesting pilotage:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Vessel name, call sign, IMO, MMSI and flag;
Date and time in UTC;
Position of the vessel, in coordinate or bearing/distance;
Port of Departure;
Destination and ETA;
Pilot;
Date, time and point of exit form system;
Route information;
Maximum present static draft;
Cargo on board;
Defects, damage, deficiencies or limitations;
Vessel’s representative;
Vessel size and type;
Total number of persons on board;
Vessels systems;
Changes in previous reports;
Required tugs;
Purpose of visit;
Any other information;
Not for war ships:
a. Have the vessel an valid security certificate;
b. Vessels security level;
c. Last 10 ports of call;
d. Special or additional security measures;
e. Any security measures required for port facility;
f. Ship to ship operations;
g. Is the vessel capable of executing the Ship Security plan
21) Copy of IOPP certificate
Arrival
All vessels 17.40m draft and more:
1) Report 48 hours before ETA at the rendezvous point (51*59,0N 003*00,0E)(by EDI system to
HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,4,5,6,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19
2) Report 24 hours before ETA at the rendezvous point (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,5,9,11
3) Report 12 hours before ETA at the rendezvous point (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,5,9,11
4) Report 3 hours before ETA at the rendezvous point (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,5,9,11
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All vessels less than 17.40m draft and more than 300GT:
1) Report 24 hours before ETA to Maas Centre Lt buoy (by EDI system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,4,5,6,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18,19
2) Report 12 hours before ETA to Maas Centre Lt buoy (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,5,9,11
3) Report 6 hours before ETA to Maas Centre Lt buoy (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,5,9,11
4) Report 3 hours before ETA to Maas Centre Lt buoy (by E-mail, fax or telex to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,3,5,9,11
Vessels whit oil, gas or chemicals cargo (dangerous goods on arrival):
1) On departure form loading port or at latest on entering the Dutch territorial waters (by EDI
system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,4,5,9,10,12,12,14
Vessels whit oil, gas or chemicals cargo (dangerous goods on departure):
1) 3 hours before ETD (by EDI system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,4,5,9,10,12,12,14
All seagoing vessels (notification of loading packed noxious and/or dangerous goods on
departure):
1) 3 hours prior to loading (by EDI system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,2,4,5,9,10,12,12,14
Departure
All vessels 17.40m draft and more:
1) Report 12 hours prior to ETD (by EDI system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,
2) Report 3 hours prior to ETD (departure or shifting) (VHF frequency 11)
b. Point number: 1,7,9,11,
All vessels less than 17.40m draft and more than 300GT:
1) Report 3 hours prior to ETD (by EDI system to HMRC)
a. Point number: 1,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,
All vessels except vessels less than 300GT
1) On departure (by VHF frequency 11)
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Hr Mr’s Reporting Centre (HMRC), by VHF frequency 14, Telephone, Fax or E-mail
Harbour Co-ordination Centre (HCC), by VHF frequency 19, Telephone, Fax or E-mail
Traffic Centre Botlek, by VHF frequency 11
Traffic Centre Rotterdam, by VHF frequency 11 or Telephone
Traffic Centre Hoek van Holland, by VHF frequency 11 or Telephone
Pilotage Vessels, by VHF frequency 11
Tugs, by VHF frequency 6 or 8
Intraship, by VHF frequency 15 or 17

* More information is available in the ALRS 6.1, but is currently not applicable to our project.
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E ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial intelligence is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer
systems. These processes include learning by the acquisition of information and rules for using the information,
reasoning by using the rules to reach approximate or definite conclusions and self-correction. Particular
applications of artificial intelligence include speech recognition, machine vision and in the future vessel
controlling systems.(AI, sd)
The Artificial intelligence makes it possible to build a vessel that can make choices by itself, for example: how to
avoid ancollision situation. This makes it possible to navigate the autonomous vessels independently and
without very sensitive to data from other vessels.(Verkiel, 2016)

F REMOTE CONTROLLED ROBOT
In order to solve unexpected problems has project teams 5 and 6 invented a robot. This robot may be operated
from a control centre by an engineer and can then remotely fix unexpected failures. For more information, see
the report of Project 5 and 6.

G SPECIALIZED PROGRAM
The specialized program can be implemented using artificial intelligence, for example:
-

A ship that’s sailing the route previously had to alter course due to shoals, currents and weather
predictions. The system that is built with artificial intelligence can take note of this information and
can send this information to the ship that’ll sail this route next. With the artificial intelligence the
voyage of the ship will be safer and more efficient.
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H SEA TRAFFIC MANAGEME NT
A world where the control of information still lies with the information owner and the maritime distributed
way of working still remains. A maritime world where the crew focuses on safe navigation instead of reporting,
where port calls become even more efficient and just-in-time, making maritime shipping the main transport
option for even more goods. We have seen the development of new services in many different industries, and
the maritime sector can be revolutionized in ways that we cannot even imagine. Sea Traffic Management will
overcome many of the challenges of communication and information sharing between stakeholders in the
maritime transport industry. It will create significant added value for the maritime transport chain, in particular
for ship owners and cargo owners.
By providing vessels with the ability to see each other’s planned routes, navigators get a more complete picture
of how surrounding vessels will influence their onward voyage. Using this data, other services are able to
produce valuable information and offer advice to vessels on their routes, such as recommendations to avoid
congestion in areas with high traffic, avoidance of environmentally sensitive areas, and maritime safety
information. The information exchange between vessel and port actors will improve planning and performance
regarding arrivals, departures and turnaround times.
During 2013-2015 defined STM, assessed the strengths and weaknesses of the current maritime ship- and
transport systems, operations and interactions, and defined a target concept and key performance indicators
for four STM strategic enablers:
1. Voyage Management services will provide support to individual ships in both the planning process and
during a voyage, including route planning, route exchange, and route optimization services.
2. Flow Management services will support both onshore organizations and ships in optimizing overall traffic
flow through areas of dense traffic and areas with particular navigational challenges.
3. Port Collaborative Decision Making (Port CDM) services will increase the efficiency of port calls for all
stakeholders through improved information sharing, situational awareness, optimized processes, and
collaborative decision making during port calls.
4. SeaSWIM (System Wide Information Management) will facilitate data sharing using a common information
environment and structure (e.g. the Maritime Cloud). This ensures interoperability of STM and other services.
(About STM )

*See for more information and movies about sea traffic management the website from the research:
http://stmvalidation.eu/
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I EXAMPLE OF A MONITOR AND CONTROL CENTRE OF GA S PRODUCTION PLATFOR M
Wintershall in the Netherlands
Company
The southern sector of the North Sea is one of our traditional core regions. This is where in 2005, Wintershall
installed and commissioned the largest Wintershall production platform in the North Sea, the F16-A. This
platform can process up to 6 million cubic meters of natural gas per day, which is enough capacity to absorb
the volumes of field E18-A, which was discovered in 2007 in the immediate vicinity of the platform.

An overview of the monitor and control centre of Wintershall in Den Helder (The Netherlands)
Remote monitor and control centre
A new innovation is the constructed centre for remote controlled operations (RCO) at Den Helder which was
awarded the 2008 BASF Innovation Award. Since 2007, the centre has used a radio control system to monitor
the production operations of the majority of the platforms Wintershall operates in the southern sector of the
North Sea. The Den Helder centre will ensure that production from the Dutch offshore reserves is as efficient as
possible in the future. By converting to RCO, Wintershall can achieve significant savings in areas such as
material procurement, maintenance, preparation work, personnel deployment planning, and logistics. These
saving greatly assist in making the development of smaller deposits financially viable. In addition, the number
of flights to-and-from the respective platforms can be reduced, thus increasing employee safety. The
Netherlands is also home to the Wintershall corporate competence centre for offshore technology. As the
expansion of offshore expertise gains importance in oil and gas exploration and production, we apply this
advanced expertise in our activities in other regions of the world.(company)

An overview of the monitored gas production platforms, controlled form the monitor and control centre.
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J SUMMARY “LAW RELATIONSHIPS”
Maritime law has after all a reputation for being one of the most stable areas of the law. Many of its concepts
and rules go back hundreds of years
In the las two centuries maritime law has been like a rock in the seething currents of technical and political
change. Rules which were established in the days of sail have been successfully adapted to the introduction of
steam, diesel and nuclear propulsion, the ever-growing size of ships and ports.
In the contribution we explore the relevance of existing maritime law to the regulation of the status of
unmanned ships.
In recent years the unmanned vessel has been the subject of extensive technological and legal research.
Is the unmanned ship a ship?
To begin with an unmanned ship with no captain or crew on-board is governed by maritime law. Or should
maritime law apply to every artefact that is used on the sea.
The definition of ship and vessel differ greatly from one international convention to another.
The rules which define the right and duties of states in connection with international shipping thus also apply
to the operation of unmanned ships.
The collision regulations consider a vessel to be every description of watercraft used or capable of being used
as means of transportation on water.
Inevitably there will be unmanned ships that run aground or founder.
Is the unmanned ship still linked to a flag state?
There are no obstacles to considering unmanned craft as ships, with the effect of rules of the freedom of
navigation on the high seas and above the continental shelf as well as of the right of innocent passage through
the territorial sea remain fully applicable, this doe in our view not mean that no questions arise.
It is clear that the unmanned ship will have to fly the flag of state. What is more difficult to determine is how
the required genuine link between the flag state and the ship must be conceived, in particular how the flag
state will effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical and social matters over the
ship.
However, the task will not be the same between shore based Bessel and of a ships master.
What does the link between the ship and flag state represent when the owner of the unmanned ship is not
necessarily established in that state, when the ship never calls in the port of state and when it is controlled and
monitored by an anonymous operator sitting at a control desk somewhere in a distant low cost country, or by a
computer program created in one or other country and operating in the cloud? Instead of being genuine the
link would then be virtual in the highest degree.
What will happen to the obligation of flag states to require masters to render assistance to any person found at
sea in danger of being lost and after a collision to render assistance to the other ship.
Hacking of software from shore. The right of hot pursuit. No crew or papers on-board.
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